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Power Platform Developer£50,000 + Remote + 10 days study leaveJoin a dynamic team and

a growing team.I’m working with a specialised and ambitious Microsoft Solutions Partner who

are looking to significantly expand their PowerPlatform solution offering, as such are looking for a

driven PowerPlatform Developer to join their ranks. If you’re looking to work for an

organisation that will put your development and training first, give you access to cutting edge

technologies and be in the inner circle with Microsoft, then look no further!Position

Overview:As a Power Platform Developer you will be responsible for developing, and

implementing custom solutions using Microsoft Power Platform products and tools. You will

work on both internal improvement projects + product development in addition to external

client delivery.Key Responsibilities:Proficient in developing PowerApp solutions (Canvas and

Model Driven Apps) while adhering to a structured release management process.Skilled in

developing intricate Azure Logic Apps and/or Power Automate solutions.Possesses a

comprehensive understanding of the entire Power Platform toolset and an understanding of

typical business workflows and security models.Adept at effectively communicating and

presenting to stakeholders or clients at various organisational levels.Proficiency in creating

PowerBI reports and dashboards, utilising multiple data sources.Experience with

Dataverse and other database methodologies while adhering to ISO 27001 standards.

Proficient in analysing business processes and workflows, translating them into Power

Platform-driven solutions.Competent in working with the Power Platform suite, including

Power Automate, Power Apps, and Power BI, as well as LogicApps, KeyVault, and related

Azure technologies.Knowledgeable in working with APIs, particularly Microsoft Graph and
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Dataverse Web API, among others.Well-versed in creating and manipulating formulas using

PowerFXAdept at enhancing Power Platform capabilities by leveraging Plugins and Power

Apps Component Framework (PCF) components, utilising custom code languages such as

Javascript, C#, HTML/CSS.Working towards and or has achieved one of the following

certifications: PL-400/AZ-204If you are passionate about leveraging technology to drive

business innovation and are looking for an exciting opportunity to grow your career we want to

hear from you! Apply now and I look forward to speaking with you about the opportunity

soon!What’s in it for you?My client is dedicated to ensuring that they create and maintain a

working environment that nurtures success, develops your skills and also maintains a great

work-life balance, keeping you fresh and able to work to the best of your ability.What to do next...

simply get in touch with us!Cloud Decisions are proud to be part of Microsoft UK's Partner

Talent Services and help you to connect with some of the best cloud career opportunities

within the Microsoft Partner Network. Our Talent Specialists are also Microsoft certified in

Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365, allowing us to have conversations at depth with you about

your technical/consulting experience. Whether this role is right for you or not we can also

connect you with other opportunities to suit your background.

Apply Now
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